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Longer A discrete element method (DEM) simulation scheme is conducted to look at how ball size distribution, mill lling,

end-liner con guration and shape affect the distribution of forces acting on MINING. Polycorp has installed Rubber Liners

in ball mills up toft/m in diameter, and has supplied Mill Liners for more than mills worldwide key factors affecting mill

throughput and grinding ef ciency: mill speed, ball loading, and liner lifter face angle (angle between the lifter face in

contact with a grinding ball and the lifter base). mills and grinding toolsCement ball mills are typically two-chamber mills

(Figure 2), where the rst chamber has larger media with lifting liners installed, providing the coarse grinding stage,

whereas, in FLS serves the global mining industry as a leading original equipm sumption is used for grinding. Polycorp has a

long, successful heritage in the mining industry, and is recognized as an international supplier of premium Mill Liners. High

Chrome/Moly Iron Liners > – BHN Cr iron rod mills and ball mills > Excellent abrasion resistance. g grinding excellence and

sustainabilityA complete solution for your operationMining businesses need to be able to rely on productive milling ope.

Ball Mill Liners for Mineral Bene ciation. Inoptimising the process, the grinding tools will have a signi cant impact on lower

production c. Provide the best combination of toughness and abrasion The paper presents an overview of the current

methodology and practice in modeling and control of the grinding process in industrial ball mills Polycorp Ball Mill Liners

provide long, low maintenance, service life. In addition to protecting and sealing the ball mill’s steel shell, the liner imparts

motion into the ball Ball mill energy consumption can be improved by changing its rotational speed when grinding

ef ciency reases or by modifying the mill liner shape in a way that ball Polycorp Mill Liners have demonstrated the

following bene ts from Ball Mills to Autogenous Grinding applications: Reduced liner costs per tonne of material

processed. Its central hypothesis is that face angle drives a ball mill’s grinding ef ciency and throughput independently of

the type of liner used ARMOURTM Mill liner solutions. ations, built on today’s most advanced equipment and expert

process know-how.
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